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how to use against in a sentence
how and when to use
Mar 29 2024

web as a preposition against typically indicates
opposition or contrast physical contact or
comparison it establishes a relationship between
two entities highlighting their interaction or
relationship now that we understand the basic
function of against let s explore its different
applications in more detail definition of against

against english meaning cambridge
dictionary
Feb 28 2024

web disagreeing with a plan or activity she spoke
against the decision to close the college 50
people voted against the new proposal i m very
much against the idea that it is the

against preposition definition
pictures pronunciation and usage
Jan 27 2024

web close to touching or hitting somebody
something put the piano there against the wall the
rain beat against the windows in order to prevent
something from happening or to reduce the damage



caused by something an injection against rabies
they took precautions against fire are we insured
against theft he gritted his teeth against the
pain

against english grammar today
cambridge dictionary
Dec 26 2023

web from english grammar today against is a
preposition against reactions we use against to
refer to negative hostile or opposing reactions to
situations beliefs people events

against the clock english meaning
cambridge dictionary
Nov 25 2023

web against the clock idiom add to word list add
to word list if you do something against the clock
you do it as fast as possible and try to finish it
before a certain time when people do something
against the clock the time they take to do it is
recorded in order to find which person or attempt
is the fastest

against definition meaning
merriam webster
Oct 24 2023



web the meaning of against is in opposition or
hostility to how to use against in a sentence in
opposition or hostility to not in conformity with
contrary to in competition with

against preposition definition
pictures pronunciation and usage
Sep 23 2023

web preposition əˈɡɛnst for the special uses of
against in phrasal verbs look at the entries for
the verbs for example count against somebody is in
the phrasal verb section at count opposing or
disagreeing with someone or something the fight
against terrorism we re playing against the league
champions next week

against meaning of against in
longman dictionary of
Aug 22 2023

web from longman dictionary of contemporary
english a gainst əˈɡenst əˈɡeɪnst əˈɡenst s1 w1
preposition 1 a used to say that someone opposes
or disagrees with something every council member
voted against the proposal those who are
campaigning against the new road he advised me
against travelling



against the definition meaning
merriam webster
Jul 21 2023

web idiom different from what is normal or usual
see the full definition against the law idiom not
legal see the full definition go against the flow
idiom to do things that do not

against definition meaning
dictionary com
Jun 20 2023

web preposition opposed to in conflict or
disagreement with they fought against the
legislation standing or leaning beside or in front
of a ladder against the wall coming in contact

prepositions the usage of against
vs on english language
May 19 2023

web 2 answers sorted by 2 against and on are
commonly used interchangeably i ll talk you
through each one to make sure you understand the
difference in general against is used to mean on
the side of rather than from any direction she was
resting her head against the side of the chair i
accidentally knocked my head against the shelf



bob seger the silver bullet band
against the wind lyric
Apr 18 2023

web 420k subscribers subscribed 131k 17m views 4
years ago againstthewind bobseger bob seger the
silver bullet band against the wind lyric video
subscribe and ring the bell to get every

against definition of against by
the free dictionary
Mar 17 2023

web a gainst ə gĕnst prep 1 in a direction or
course opposite to row against the current 2 so as
to come into forcible contact with waves dashing
against the shore 3 in contact with so as to rest
or press on leaned against the tree 4 in hostile
opposition or resistance to struggle against fate
5

against synonyms 87 similar and
opposite words merriam webster
Feb 16 2023

web definition of against 1 as in on in or into
contact with he leaned against the fence and it
collapsed unwittingly rubbed his leg against some
poison ivy synonyms similar words relevance on



upon alongside next upside next to 2 as in anti
opposed to not for i m against going to see the
parade if it s raining synonyms similar words

against the ice 2022 imdb
Jan 15 2023

web mar 2 2022   1h 42m imdb rating 6 5 10 28k
your rating rate play trailer 2 24 3 videos 53
photos adventure drama history in 1909 two
explorers fight to survive after they re left
behind while on a denmark expedition in ice
covered greenland director peter flinth writers
nikolaj coster waldau joe derrick ejnar mikkelsen
stars

against meaning cambridge learner
s dictionary
Dec 14 2022

web competing with or opposing someone or
something liverpool is playing against ac milan
the fight against racism against preposition touch
a2 touching something push

what is the meaning of against
the backdrop of encyclopedia
britannica
Nov 13 2022



web the expression against the backdrop of
something is a figurative and imaginative way to
describe what s going on in the background or
surrounding context when something else happens

against the ice wikipedia
Oct 12 2022

web against the ice is a 2022 historical survival
film directed by peter flinth and written by
nikolaj coster waldau and joe derrick based on the
true story recounted in two against the ice by
ejnar mikkelsen it stars coster waldau joe cole
charles dance and heida reed the film was shot in
iceland and greenland

vietnam tycoon appeals against 36
8 billion fraud death sentence
Sep 11 2022

web 2 days ago   apr 27 2024 09 06 pm hanoi a top
vietnamese property tycoon sentenced to death in a
us 27 billion s 36 8 billion fraud case has
launched an appeal against her conviction state
media said

play chess online against the
computer chess com
Aug 10 2022



web try playing an online chess game against a top
chess computer you can set the level from 1 to 10
from easy to grandmaster if you get stuck use a
hint or take back the move when you are ready to
play games with human players register for a free
chess com account

nitian xie shen against the gods
myanimelist net
Jul 09 2022

web looking for information on the anime nitian
xie shen against the gods find out more with
myanimelist the world s most active online anime
and manga community and database his meridians
were destroyed

how each us senator voted on the
95 billion foreign aid package
Jun 08 2022

web apr 23 2024   cnn the us senate on tuesday
passed a 95 billion foreign aid package aimed at
bolstering support for ukraine israel and taiwan
ending months of legislative wrangling among
lawmakers over

where college protests against



israel s war in gaza are
May 07 2022

web 5 days ago   the fresh wave of student
activism against the war in gaza was sparked by
the arrest of at least 108 protesters at columbia
university on april 18 after administrators
appeared before congress

against the grain definition
meaning merriam webster
Apr 06 2022

web apr 16 2024   definition example sentences
entries near show more save word against the grain
idiom different from what is normal or usual it
takes courage to go

ringgit ends firmer against us
dollar the star
Mar 05 2022

web 3 days ago   friday 26 apr 2024 7 16 pm myt
kuala lumpur the ringgit ended the week on a
better footing against the us dollar likely due to
the lower than expected first quarter us gross
domestic product



protests against the war in gaza
intensify at columbia and other
Feb 04 2022

web 3 days ago   protests against the war in gaza
intensify at columbia and other universities
authorities are being called to disperse pro
palestinian demonstrations on college and
university campuses across the

against definition in the
cambridge english dictionary
Jan 03 2022

web disagreeing with a plan or activity she spoke
against the decision to close the college 50
people voted against the new proposal i m very
much against the idea that it is the

charges revealed against a former
trump aide and 4 lawyers in
Dec 02 2021

web 3 days ago   authorities have revealed the
conspiracy fraud and forgery charges that were
filed against an ex aide of former president
donald trump and four attorneys in arizona s fake
elector case



against the rules 23 synonyms and
antonyms cambridge
Nov 01 2021

web adjective these are words and phrases related
to against the rules click on any word or phrase
to go to its thesaurus page illegal synonyms wrong
illegal unlawful

tiktok owner has strong first
amendment case against us ban
Sep 30 2021

web 3 days ago   the ruling against trump by a
federal judge in pennsylvania noted that the
government s own descriptions of the national
security threat posed by the tiktok app are
phrased in the hypothetical
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